
Jisha Guide 

The Jisha is the attendant for the teachers, both in ceremonies and during breaks. It is a kind of 

intimate role in a way, with a lovely connection with the teachers.  

1.Timing:  

You are responsible for making sure the teachers know what time they need to be somewhere, 

and that they look presentable. They generally will know, and usually will be on time, but 

schedules change and sometimes too teachers lose track of the schedule. If it is time for a 

teacher to be in the zendo or giving a talk, your job is to discreetly, quietly, and politely check on 

them and let them know. If they are in practice discussion and folks are waiting for them, you 

can knock gently on their door to alert them to the time. If they need to be wearing something 

(such as a rakusu) and seem to have forgotten, you can remind them. Let them know if they 

need a clothing adjustment or anything else seems amiss.  

2. Incense:  

Whenever there has been a break, the Zendo is reopened with an incense offering. There may 

or may not be a clapper rolldown, but in any event, you bow to the teacher, enter the Zendo, 

bow as you approach the altar, light the incense and either return to the teacher (offstage) or 

wait by the altar with the incense to hand to the teacher. Step back, make a slight bow, and 

return to your seat. Bow to your seat and the wait to bow to the room when the teacher makes 

a final bow to the room from his or her seat.  

  

3. Sunday morning program-practice discussion: 

The jisha monitors the line for practice discussion and helps folks who arrive late know where 

to wait to enter the Zendo. When the teacher leaves the Zendo after the incense offering, 

follow and set up your cushions or chair at the front of the Practice discussion area. When you 

hear the bell from the teacher’s room, go directly into the room and tell the teacher how many 

people there are waiting and if the next person is in a chair. Return to the practice discussion 

line and assist anyone who is unfamiliar with the forms for practice discussion (ringing the bell 

in response to the teacher’s bell, entering the room, standing bow to the altar, standing bow to 

the teacher and sitting down). During kinhin, announce to the practice discussion line that they 

may stand, stretch, or use the rest room if they wish. At the end of the kinhin period, say, 

“please be seated” if anyone is still standing. After each kinhin period, once the teacher has 

rung the bell, return to the practice discussion room to let the teacher know how many people 

are in line.  

4. Sunday morning program-service and dharma talk 

You are responsible for making sure the microphone and recorder are set up and working 

properly. The best time to do this is during the break while the room is being set up. Once the 

talk begins, be sure that the recorder is actually recording (the light on top is a steady red ring). 

When the teacher is settled and raises the hands in gassho, bring the podium and place it in 

front. Bring a glass of water, and double check the recorder.  

5. Be mindful 

In all other ways be mindful and attentive to what the teachers may need, and be as 

unobtrusive as possible. Most things you can anticipate, others you can ask about.


